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Abstract—This paper is concerned with parallel implementations of the classical branch-and-bound algorithm for a multi-level network optimization problem. Multi-level network optimization problems arise in many contexts such as telecommunication, transportation, or electric power systems. A new model for multi-level network design is introduced and formulated as a mixed-integer program. The formulation is innovative because it integrates in the same model aspects of discrete facility location, topological network design, and dimensioning. We propose implementations which are suitable for MIMD (multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream) parallel computation systems. Thus, the implementations are very convenient for use in networks of workstations which nowadays has become so popular. We have tested two versions of the branch-and-bound algorithm as well as different load balancing strategies. The results are very encouraging indicating a gain over sequential computations in terms of execution time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Problem Statement

In order to guarantee quality of service (QoS) and performance at minimum cost, network design and planning in engineering systems requires policy decisions, analysis of investment strategies, and technical development plans. Network planning must satisfy the expected demand for new services, upgrading, and improvements on the existing network. The aim is to explore the hierarchical organization of each network and to propose integrated network models as decision support systems. In this context, we have focused solutions for basic urban mapping data capture and data analysis using a Geographic Information System (GIS) and network optimization systems [MPL96, MCL94]. The multi-level network optimization (MLNO) problem treated here is a network design model that raises optimization aspects of dimensioning, topological design, and facility location. In this sense, the model can be applied for network planning to explore design aspects at different levels in a modeling approach that integrates several hierarchical levels.

We define the MLNO problem on a multi-weighted digraph \( D = (N, A) \), where \( N \) is the set of nodes and \( A \) is the set of arcs. Figure 1 shows a \( m \)-level network example containing candidate supply nodes, demand nodes, and transshipment nodes at each level. The objective is to determine an optimum combination of supply nodes, demand nodes, and transshipment nodes at each level. The objective is to determine an optimum combination of supply nodes, demand nodes, and transshipment nodes at each level. The objective is to determine an optimum combination of supply nodes, demand nodes, and transshipment nodes at each level. The objective is to determine an optimum combination of supply nodes, demand nodes, and transshipment nodes at each level.

The MLNO problem is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-hard since it generalizes other
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\(N^P\)-hard optimization problems, such as the Steiner problem in graphs [GJ79], the telephonic switching center problem [LZC87], or the uncapacitated location problem [Eri78]. Little research has been done on the MLNO problem. In some recent papers, models for multi-level network design have appeared, but not as done here. Some papers do not consider the integration of location aspect [CRC86, DV89], others do not consider dimensioning aspects [BMM94]. This paper considers a modeling issue that is to integrate discrete location aspects, topological network design, and network dimensioning in the same model. Somebody might argue that the MLNO problem may not be able to capture all complexities existing in the actual network design problem. However, its solutions may provide insights and a starting point for further and more accurate analyses.

An exact approach to solve any \(N^P\)-hard optimization problem normally is to implicitly enumerate all solutions. Although time consuming, branch-and-bound is a well-known technique largely applied to many similar problems and the idea of reducing the computational time of branch-and-bound algorithms by means of parallelism is very promising [Lau93, GC94]. Possible approaches range from those using parallel exploration of the branch-and-bound search tree to those using parallelism to compute the lower and upper bounds themselves. In this work, we are more concerned about the first view which represents a more coarse grain parallel application more convenient for the parallel machine we have available, a network of workstations (NOWs). The grain size is defined as the relative amount of work done between synchronizations (i.e., communications). We make use of the SABOR system [TCM95], that uses the PVM package [GBD+94], to provide a programming environment in which all details concerning the synchronizations between the processes are already done leaving to the programmer only the task of developing his application.

B. Paper Outline

The paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we introduce the notation and present a mathematical programming formulation for the MLNO problem. In Section III, we describe the parallel implementations that we propose for the branch-and-bound algorithm. A preliminary version of the algorithms has been coded in C++ and tested, and computational results are presented in Section IV. In Section V, we close the paper with conclusions and some open questions as well as some future research directions.

II. MIXED-INTEGER MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

In formulating the MLNO problem, we made some assumptions concerning the settings which are made explicit below:

1. The arcs have cost parameters that include a fixed cost of using the arc and a variable cost per-unit of flow. There is a discontinuity in the zero flow values, so the total cost is a nonlinear function of the amount of flow.
2. The supply capacity of the first-level candidate supply nodes equals the sum of all demands in all levels.
3. The candidate supply nodes of the other levels are really “transformation” nodes. Without loss of generality, they receive flows from one level and convert them to another in a 1:1 ratio. Example transformations include copper cable service being transformed 1:1 into optical fiber service.
4. There is a cost for transforming flows from one level to another. We model here possible hardwares that must be present to interconnect the different networks.

A. Notation

We now define the notation used.

\(m\) - number of levels;
\(R_l^i\) - set of \(l\)-th level candidate supply nodes;
\(D_l^i\) - set of \(l\)-th level demand nodes;
\(d_i\) - \(l\)-th level demand demand node \(i \in D_l^i\);
\(T_l\) - set of \(l\)-th level transshipment nodes, defined as follows: \(T_l = N \setminus (R_{l-1} \cup D_l \cup R_{l+1})\) for \(l = 1, 2, \ldots, (m-1)\), and \(T_m = N \setminus (R_m \cup D_m)\);
\(d_{ij}\) - non-negative per-unit cost for \(l\)-th level flow on arc \((i, j) \in A\);
\(x_{ij}^l\) - \(l\)-th level flow through arc \((i, j) \in A\);
\(f_{ij}\) - non-negative fixed cost for using arc \((i, j) \in A\) to support \(l\)-th level flow;
\(y_{ij}^l\) - boolean variable which assumes the value 1 or 0 depending on whether or not the arc \((i, j)\) is being used to support \(l\)-th level flow;
\(z_i\) - non-negative allocation cost for the \(l\)-th level candidate supply node \(i \in R_l^i\);
\(M_l\) - capacity on all arcs in the \(l\)-th level, but relaxed in this paper and considered a big enough number, i.e., \(M_l = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j \in D_l^i} d_i\); 
\(s_l\) - capacity on all \(l\)-th level candidate supply nodes, but also relaxed in this paper, i.e., \(s_l = M_l\);
\(\delta^+ (i)\) - set \(\{ j \mid (i, j) \in A \}\);
\(\delta^- (i)\) - set \(\{ j \mid (j, i) \in A \}\).
B. Formulation

The mathematical programming formulation describing the MLNO problem is presented as a flow-based mixed-integer programming (MIP) model:

Model (M):

\[
\min \sum_{l=1}^{m} \left[ \sum_{(i,j) \in A} \left( c_{ij} x_{ij} + f_{ij} y_{ij} \right) + \sum_{i \in R^l} f_i z_i \right], \tag{1}
\]

s.t.:

\[
\sum_{j \in \delta^+(i)} x_{ij} - \sum_{j \in \delta^-(i)} x_{ji} = 0, \quad \forall \, i \in T^l, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m, \tag{2}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in \delta^+(i)} x_{ij} - \sum_{j \in \delta^-(i)} x_{ji} = 0, \quad \forall \, i \in T^l, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m, \tag{3}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in \delta^+(i)} x_{ij} - \sum_{j \in \delta^-(i)} x_{ji} = -d_i, \quad \forall \, i \in D^l, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m, \tag{4}
\]

\[
\sum_{j \in \delta^+(i)} x_{ij} - \sum_{j \in \delta^-(i)} x_{ji} \leq s^l z_i, \quad \forall \, i \in R^l, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m, \tag{5}
\]

\[
x_{ij} \leq M y_{ij}, \quad \forall \, (i,j) \in A, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m. \tag{6}
\]

\[
x_{ij} \geq 0, \quad \forall \, (i,j) \in A, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m. \tag{7}
\]

\[
y_{ij} \in \{0,1\}, \quad \forall \, (i,j) \in A, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m. \tag{8}
\]

\[
z_i \in \{0,1\}, \quad \forall \, i \in R^l, \quad l=2,3,\ldots,m. \tag{9}
\]

The objective function (1) minimizes three terms: (i) the first accounts for the variable cost for all flow types, (ii) the second accounts for the fixed cost associated with the use of the arcs (the overhead cost), and (iii) the last considers the total cost resulting from the use of the supply nodes.

Constraints (2) ensure the network flow conservation between adjacent levels at each supply candidate node. Constraints (3) and (4) are the usual network flow conservation equalities at each transshipment node and demand node. For example, from the point of view of level 1 all nodes \( i \in N \setminus \{ R^1 \cup D^1 \cup R^2 \} \) are transshipment nodes (see Figure 1). Constraints (5) ensure there is no flow transformation in a candidate supply node if it is not selected, and constraints (6) express the fact that the flow through an arc must be zero if this arc is not included in the design.

III. ALGORITHMS

We propose parallel implementations based on the sequential branch-and-bound algorithm depicted in Figure 2. In that description, \( U_{\text{BEST}} \) is the global upper bound and \( \mathcal{L} \) is a list of unexplored problems \( (M)^i \), each of which is of the form \( Z_M^i = \min \{ c^x : x \in S^i \} \), where \( S^i \subseteq S \) and \( S \) is the set of feasible solutions. Associated with each problem in \( \mathcal{L} \) are a lower bound \( L^i \leq Z_M^i \) and an upper bound \( U^i \geq Z_M^i \). The bounds \( L^i \) and \( U^i \) are computed according to a Lagrangean relaxation based procedure described previously [CMM98]. Before creating its children \( (M)^{2i+1} \) and \( (M)^{2i+2} \), the problem \( (M)^i \) is reduced by a Lagrangean relaxation based algorithm [CMM99]. The branching variable selected is the first free variable found that does not form cycles with the remaining previously fixed variables [CMM99]. For memory economy purposes, the search rule applied was last-in-first-out which yields a depth-first search strategy.

```
algorithm Branch-and-Bound
    \( U_{\text{BEST}} \leftarrow +\infty \)
    \( \mathcal{L} \leftarrow \{ (M)^0 \} \)
    while \( \mathcal{L} \neq \emptyset \) do
        select and delete a problem \( (M)^i \) from \( \mathcal{L} \)
        \( \text{bound rule} \)
        Compute_Lower_and_Upper_Bounds(\( L^i, U^i \))
        update \( U_{\text{BEST}} \)
        \( \text{branch rule} \)
        if \( L^i < U_{\text{BEST}} \) and \( (M)^i \) is not a leaf then
            \( \mathcal{L} \leftarrow \mathcal{L} \cup \{ (M)^{2i+1} \} \cup \{ (M)^{2i+2} \} \)
        end if
    end while
end algorithm
```

Fig. 2. Sequential Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

The branch-and-bound algorithm is parallelized using a controller-worker approach. The controller process is responsible for the general initializations, creation of the worker processes, and their coordination. We now describe two parallel versions for the branch-and-bound algorithm, the centralized and the distributed.

A. Centralized version

The high level algorithm for the centralized version is presented in Figure 3. In such a version, the controller manages the list \( \mathcal{L} \) of unexplored problems \( (M)^i \) but the task of expanding the problems is attributed to the workers, i.e. the worker processes are responsible for computing the bounds and generating the respective children.

In other words, the controller keeps itself in the main loop while there are problems \( (M)^i \) to be solved in the list \( \mathcal{L} \) or else there is still some worker in expansion work. If there is
any problem in the list \( \mathcal{L} \), the controller choose one of them according to the last-in-first-out strategy and sends it to the first worker free. Having any expansion concluded, the controller receives the partial best upper bound \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) and the list \( \mathcal{L}' \) of recently generated children. It updates its own best upper bound \( U_{\text{BEST}} \) and its list \( \mathcal{L} \). Otherwise, the controller sends a terminate message to all workers. By themselves, the workers keep in a main loop receiving problems \( (M)^i \), solving them, and sending back the results to the controller until they receive the terminate sign.

Because this implementation demands frequent synchronizations, it may cause a bottleneck in the controller and results in sub-utilization of the worker processes. However, it may be efficient if the granularity of the problem solved is coarse enough, i.e. if the problem expansion is computationally intensive compared to the communication costs. The distributed version we present tries to overcome this possible drawback.

### B. Distributed version

The high level algorithm for the distributed version is illustrated in Figure 4. The controller is responsible for the initial load distribution and the algorithm finalization. Each worker implements the sequential branch-and-bound algorithm with slight modifications that permit load exchanges with other workers.

The controller expands the problem \( (M)^0 \) up to the point it has as many children \( (M)^i \) as it has workers. So, the controller distributes the load and keeps itself in a loop waiting the \( k \)-th worker to explore completely the problem \( (M)^i \) received. Thus, the controller terminates the workers, receives all partial best solutions \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) and chooses the best among all received.

According to the load balancing policy in use, the workers are entitled to solve the sub-problems they received by exchanging load between themselves. Concerning this issue, we have tested three different load balancing policies. We shall describe them now.

#### Static balancing

This is the simplest load balancing procedure which means no dynamic balancing at all. Each worker receives an initial assignment, problem \( (M)^i \), and has to solve it alone no matter how long it takes. An immediate possible drawback on this approach has to do with those problem instances with unbalanced search trees. We shall talk more about this in the following section.

#### Zhang balancing

This balancing policy is a contribution of Karp and Zhang [KZ93]. The policy is also very simple. Here, the workers are entitled to exchange loads. Each time a worker expands a problem or it keeps the children to itself or sends them to some neighbor choosing it by a random distribution. In such a case, the controller communicates merely with one of the workers and sends to it the initial problem \( (M)^0 \). The remaining workers will receive their loads as long as somebody already working chooses them to send its children.

#### Modified balancing

We think we could improve Zhang’s algorithm in practice by including the following modification. First, a worker should not be entitled to send the list \( \mathcal{L}' \) out if this action would result in a null load. Moreover, the workers should be more active and ask for load when they were running out of problems. Of course, this is not a simpler approach but may result in some gain in terms of processing time. We shall now present computational results where all possibilities are tested.

---

```
U_{\text{BEST}} \leftarrow +\infty
\mathcal{L} \leftarrow \{(M)^0\}
while there is work do
if \mathcal{L} \neq \emptyset then
    select a problem \( (M)^i \) from \mathcal{L}
    send \( (M)^i \) and \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) to worker
end if
if there is an answer then
    receive \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) and \mathcal{L}' from worker
    update \( U_{\text{BEST}} \)
    \mathcal{L} \leftarrow \mathcal{L} \cup \mathcal{L}'
end if
end while
terminate workers
```

a) Controller Algorithm

```
U_{\text{BEST}} \leftarrow +\infty
while not terminate do
    receive problem \( (M)^i \) and \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \)
    Compute \( \text{Lower} \) and \( \text{Upper} \) Bounds(\( L^i, U^i \))
    update \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \)
    if \( L^i < U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) and \( (M)^i \) is not a leaf then
        \mathcal{L}' \leftarrow \{(M)^{i+1}\} \cup \{(M)^{i+2}\}
    else
        \mathcal{L}' \leftarrow \emptyset
    end if
    send \( U_{\text{BEST}}^i \) and \mathcal{L}' to controller
end while
```

b) Worker Algorithm

---

Fig. 3: Centralized Parallel Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
We shall present the performance measures employed to evaluate the implementations. There are various different quality measures for parallel algorithms [Qui87]. We shall use only two of them. The first is the speedup, \( s(p) \), which is defined as follows:

\[
s(p) = \frac{t_{seq}}{t_{par}(p)},
\]

where \( t_{seq} \) is the time spent by the best known sequential algorithm and \( t_{par}(p) \) is the time spent by the parallel algorithm with \( p \) processors.

The other measure is the processor usage, \( u \), defined below:

\[
u = 100\% \times \frac{t_{calc}}{t_{total}},
\]

where \( t_{total} \) is the total execution time and \( t_{calc} \) is the time really spent within useful calculations, i.e., the total time minus the time the processor idles waiting for load.

All randomly generated testing problems came from a procedure similar to that one presented previously [CMM99], which has been extensively applied to create test problem instances of the Steiner problem in graphs, a special case of the MLNO problem. According to this procedure, node positions, arc extremities, basic arc weights \( \Omega_{ij} \), candidate supply nodes, and demand nodes are chosen by uniform distribution. The problems actually solved were the directed version of the graph generated, each edge being substituted by two opposite arcs with the same weight. All demands were considered unitary. The costs \( f_{ij}^l \) and \( c_{ij}^l \) were derived from the weights \( \Omega_{ij} \) using constant factors.

In Table I, we show the average speedup \( s(p) \) obtained for all tested versions, made over five experiments in a low load period. For problem \( T_1 \), it is noticeable that we almost reached the theoretical ideal speedup, i.e., 5, applying the centralized algorithm. Considering the distributed algorithm, the best results were those with the modified load balancing approach. However, in this case, the reached speedup equals 2.08 which is smaller than the speedup of the centralized version. For problem \( T_2 \), the centralized algorithm also shows superiority, but in this case the speedup equals 3.05. In the distributed algorithm, the best speedup reached was by using the static load balancing policy. Nevertheless, for all three balancing policies, the speedup was roughly the same.

In Figure 5, we show the processor usage rates and the
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**Fig. 4: Distributed Parallel Branch-and-Bound Algorithm**
load balance for the centralized version. The controller process is identified by label ‘-1’. The remaining processors run worker processes. Looking at these pictures, we can conclude that the usage is quite good. The minimal usage value is 82.4%. For the problem $T_2$, the results are even better with a minimal usage around 90.6%! This could help to explain the centralized algorithm superiority. Once the grain seems to be coarse, i.e. they are problems in which the lower and upper bound calculations are relatively intensive, the communication existing in this algorithm does not degenerate its performance.

Figure 6 shows results for the distributed version. We can note improvements on the usage throughout the three balancing policies. The worst minimal usage value is obtained with the static balancing (23%) and the better is with the modified balancing (approximately 74%). We see that the better usage values obtained with the distributed algorithm is less than that obtained with the centralized version. This fact explains the better results reached for the speedup. Nevertheless, we cannot conclude definitively that the centralized algorithm is always better, since only three balancing policies were tested.

Figure 7 presents the behavior for the three versions of the distributed algorithm using problem $T_2$. The results are similar to those previously shown. Here, comparing to the other alternative policies, the modified strategy also produced a more uniform load balancing in association with considerable better usage rates.

B. Heterogeneous Test

For the sake of simplicity, all instances tested had 8 node, 14 arcs, only 1 supply node, and 1 demand node in the first-level. For the second-level, we have worked with 1 candidate supply node as well as 4 demand nodes. The costs $f_{ij}^2 = 2\Omega_{ij}$ and $c_{ij}^2 = 128\Omega_{ij}$ were considered higher than $f_{ij} = \Omega_{ij}$ and $c_{ij} = 8\Omega_{ij}$, which is a reasonable assumption in practical multi-level networks. Usually the higher (i.e. first) levels take advantage of higher demands and are allowed to use special media with lower per-unit cost. On the other hand, if demand is not high enough, as it is in lower (i.e. second) levels, less efficient media with higher per-unit costs may be required in order to guarantee lower overall cost.

The parallel results reported were executed in the network of workstations (NOWs), an Ethernet network, 10 Mbits, connected by a TCP/IP protocol bus [Tan81], and NFS file system server. More information about the hardware is shown in Table II. These machines were used as a fully connected parallel heterogeneous computer.

Figure 8 shows the results we have obtained with the centralized parallel branch-and-bound implementation, using up to 6 processors (machines). All CPU times reported are the elapsed time in order to solve the hardest instance out of 5 different ones which were tested.

We compare the speedup with the linear (ideal) speedup. Even considering that we have computed the speedup based on the sequential time of the fastest machine (machine aroieira, Table II), in the average case, the parallel algorithm solved the hardest problem in the set as much as twice faster.
It is important to mention that the machines were not dedicated to run only the parallel algorithm. The average times presented were taken over several days in a low load period since it was impossible to isolate all machines used to conduct the parallel experiments.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

A multi-level network optimization (MLNO) problem was defined and its importance was discussed. The MLNO problems integrates location, topological network design and dimensioning aspects. One possible mathematical programming formulation for the problem was proposed and branch-and-bound algorithms based on this formulation was developed. We have focused on two parallel implementations for the branch-and-bound algorithm. The parallel implementations have followed a controller-worker approach. In the centralized version, the controller manages the list of unsolved problems and distributes jobs to workers all around the time. The distributed version corresponds to a more coarse grain parallel application where the controller is responsible only for initial assignments and algorithm finalization. For the distributed version, we have tested three different load balancing policies, one of them is completely original. In Table I, all implementations were compared in terms of average speedup. The results seem to indicate a gain over the sequential computation. Therefore, we should conclude that the parallelization of branch-and-bound algorithms applied to this network design problems is very promising.

Along all computational experiments with the centralized version, better load balancing procedures might be considered. For instance, the applied strategy was to assign a node expansion to the first free worker. Are there better alter-
natives? Moreover, the controller is clearly a bottleneck in this version. Would it be possible to minimize this effect? Concerning the distributed versions, we have seen that the static version does not work well since it produces poor load balancing. However, there are research results proving that parallel branch-and-bound under static balancing policy can reach high average processor utilization [Lau94]. So, new modifications could be done in our system with the purpose of improving the performance under the static balancing policy. The modification proposed in Zhang’s algorithm holds this property of high utilization and reaches higher speedups but there is still work to be done as some questions remain open. How would be the algorithm behavior under different problem instances? Are there better ways to parallelize the branch-and-bound algorithm? These are only few possible directions for further work on this matter. Possible extensions of this work might also include the investigation of these questions.
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Fig. 8: Results for the Centralized Parallel Branch-and-Bound Algorithm